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The nearest-neighbor-interaction ferromagnetic Ashkin-Teller model is investigated on a square lattice
through a powerful computational method for dealing with correlation functions in magnetic systems. This
technique, which is based on damage-spreading numerical simulations, makes use of exact relations involving
special kinds of damage and correlation functions, as well as the corresponding order parameters of the model.
The computation of correlation functions, which represents usually a hard task in standard Monte Carlo
simulations, due to large fluctuations, turns out to be much simpler within the present approach. We concentrate
our analysis along the Baxter line, well known for its continuously varying critical exponents; seven different
points along this line are investigated. The critical exponents associated with correlation functions along the
Baxter line are successfully evaluated, by means of numerical methods, within damage-spreading simulations.
The efficiency of this method is confirmed through precise estimates of the critical exponents associated with
the order parameters �magnetization and polarization�, as well as with their corresponding correlation func-
tions, in spite of the small lattice sizes considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its introduction, the Ashkin-Teller model �1� has
attracted the attention of many researchers; the predomi-
nantly investigated version has been the ferromagnetic model
on a square lattice �see, e.g., Refs. �2–10��. One of the most
striking features of this model occurs along the so-called
Baxter line �2,3�, where universality is broken; i.e., some
critical exponents may change continuously by a simple
variation of the parameters of the system, like temperature
and couplings. The dependence of these critical exponents on
such parameters was determined analytically for the whole
line �3,11�, which includes two well-known points: namely,
the Ising and four-state Potts points. Therefore, the Baxter
line represents a very appropriate locus for testing the accu-
racy of any method proposed for computing critical expo-
nents approximately.

Recent advances in computer technology have produced a
great burst of interest in many approximative methods of
statistical mechanics. In particular, computer simulations
�12� became one of the most powerful tools for studying
physical systems; among these, one may single out the
Monte Carlo �MC� method �13,14� as a commonly-used
technique, being applied successfully to a wide variety of
systems. In a standard MC simulation one is particularly in-
terested in the dynamical �i.e., out-of-equilibrium� behavior
or in the long-time �presumably at equilibrium� properties of
a given physical system. In this case, one follows the time

evolution of a single copy of the system, with the dynamical
variables being updated according to certain dynamical rules.
Since one has to deal with finite systems, finite-size effects
represent a major drawback in this procedure, in such a way
that one is always obliged to simulate the largest possible
sizes, taking into consideration the computing facilities
available.

A very effective type of MC simulation, for studying both
dynamical and static properties of statistical models, is
known as the “damage-spreading” �DS� technique �15,16�. In
this case, one investigates the time evolution of the Ham-
ming distance between two �originally identical� copies of a
given system, given that a perturbation �or damage� is intro-
duced in one of them at the initial time. The two copies
should evolve under the same updating rules and sequences
of random numbers, in such a way as to guarantee that the
possible differences between the two copies, at later times,
should be due only to their initial damage. In order to inves-
tigate their dynamic properties, the DS method has been ap-
plied to many magnetic systems, like the Ising �15–21� and
Potts �22–25� models, among others. One of the intriguing
aspects in such investigations was that the propagation of the
initial damage depended on the particular dynamical proce-
dure used for the simulations.

A major breakthrough occurred when exact relations in-
volving quantities computable from DS simulations and ther-
modynamic properties were derived for the Ising ferromag-
net, leading to the possibility of a new numerical procedure
to estimate quantities like order parameters and two-spin cor-
relation functions �26�. Subsequently, similar exact relations
were derived also for more complicated systems, like the
Potts �27�, Ashkin-Teller �27�, discrete N-vector �28�, and
�N� ,N�� �29� models. These relations are valid for transla-
tionally invariant systems and hold for any ergodic dynami-
cal procedure, leading to thermodynamic properties that do
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not depend on the particular kind of dynamics employed, as
expected. Their implementation in numerical simulations
was done, as an illustrative example, for the ferromagnetic
Ising model on a square lattice �26�, resulting in a significant
reduction of finite-size effects. Recently, the corresponding
relations for the Potts model were applied in simulations of
the q-state Potts ferromagnet on a square lattice �30�. The
efficiency of the method was illustrated through precise es-
timates of the critical exponents � and �, associated, respec-
tively, with the magnetization and two-spin correlation func-
tion, for q=2, 3, and 4, notwithstanding the small lattice
sizes used. In particular, the fluctuations that usually come
out very strong in the computation of the two-spin correla-
tion function, within standard MC simulations, appeared to
be much inhibited through the DS simulations of the Potts
model �30�.

In the present work we investigate the ferromagnetic
Ashkin-Teller model through DS simulations by using the
exact relations derived in Ref. �27�. Our analysis is restricted
to the Baxter line; the effectiveness of the method is con-
firmed herein through precise estimates of the critical expo-
nents associated with the order parameters of the system, as
well as with their associated correlation functions. In the
next section, we define the numerical procedure and in Sec.
III we present and discuss our results.

II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The Ashkin-Teller model �1� may be defined in terms of
two Ising variables at each site of a regular lattice. In the
present work we shall consider the Ashkin-Teller ferromag-
net on a square lattice of linear dimension L �N=L2 is the
total number of spins�, defined through the Hamiltonian

H = �
�ij�

�− J1��i� j + �i� j� − 2J2��i� j�i� j�� ��i,�i = ± 1� ,

�1�

with J1�0 and J1+2J2�0, whereas the summation ��ij�

runs over all pairs of nearest-neighbor sites. Two particular
cases may be obtained easily from the above Hamiltonian—
i.e., J2=0 �two independent Ising models� and J1=2J2 �four-
state Potts model�.

The phase diagram of this model is quite well known due
to various theoretical investigations �2–9�; it is presented in
Fig. 1 in terms of the thermal transmissivities �t1 , t2� �9�,

t1 =
1 − exp�− 4K1�

1 + 2 exp�− 2�K1 + 2K2�� + exp�− 4K1�
, �2a�

t2 =
1 − 2 exp�− 2�K1 + 2K2�� + exp�− 4K1�
1 + 2 exp�− 2�K1 + 2K2�� + exp�− 4K1�

, �2b�

where K1=J1 / �kBT� and K2=J2 / �kBT�. Solid lines represent
critical frontiers separating the three possible phases of the
model, which are defined in terms of the relevant order
parameters—i.e., the magnetizations ��� and ���, as well as
the polarization ����, as described below �in fact, due to the

symmetry of the Hamiltonian of Eq. �1�, this model is char-
acterized by two order parameters only, since ���= ����.

�a� Paramagnetic �P�. The temperature is sufficiently high
in such a way that there is no order at all—i.e., ���= ���
= ����=0.

�b� Ferromagnetic �F�. The couplings are sufficiently
strong, leading to nonzero order parameters ���= ����0 and
�����0.

�c� Intermediate �I�. This type of ordering appears only
for J2�J1 /2, characterized by ���= ���=0 and �����0.

The dotted lines t2= t1
2 �J2=0� and t1= t2 �J1=2J2� corre-

spond to special subspaces associated with two independent
Ising models and the four-state Potts model, respectively.
The dotted straight line t2=1−2t1 is self-dual, and part of it
constitutes the critical frontier separating the phases P and F.
The intersection of the Ising and four-state Potts lines with
the critical frontier P -F yields the Ising �I1� and four-state

Potts �P̃� critical points, as shown in Fig. 1. At the Potts
critical point, the critical frontier P -F bifurcates in two criti-
cal frontiers, separating the phases F and I, as well as P and
I. The critical frontiers P -I and I -F are related to each other
by duality and belong to the Ising universality class �8,9�,
dominated by their respective end points I2 and I3. In the
phase diagram of Fig. 1, the critical frontier P -F is known as
the Baxter line �2,3,11�, characterized by continuously vary-
ing critical exponents.

The present analysis is concerned with the computation of
the critical exponents associated with correlation functions
and order parameters for several points along the Baxter line,
using, jointly, DS simulations and exact relations. The DS
technique consists in the investigation of the time evolution
of two copies of the system, for a given temperature T, sub-

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the nearest-neighbor-interaction
Ashkin-Teller ferromagnet on a square lattice in the �t1 , t2� space.
Three phases are present: namely, the paramagnetic �P�, ferromag-
netic �F�, and intermediate �I�. The shaded region is nonphysical
�9�.
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jected to the same thermal noise and same set of random
numbers. For the Ashkin-Teller model, these copies �denoted
herein by A and B� are represented in terms of two Ising
variables at each site of the lattice, 	�i

A ,�i
A
 and 	�i

B ,�i
B
. In

the DS simulation, first of all, we let one copy �e.g., 	�i
A ,�i

A
�
evolve for teq MC steps toward equilibrium; as usual, our
unit of time �1 MC step� consists in a complete sweep of the
lattice. We assume that the equilibrium state is attained when
one observes small fluctuations in time on thermodynamic
quantities, like magnetization and energy; in addition to that,
we have also checked such an equilibrium state by a com-
parison of some DS quantities, to be defined below. Then,
one defines the initial time �t=0�, at which the second copy
�copy B� is created by replicating copy A; at this time, one
introduces certain modifications in copy B, corresponding to
the initial damage. Copies A and B will then evolve in time
according to some ergodic dynamics, subject to certain
boundary conditions, as imposed by the corresponding exact
relations to be used. Such exact relations involve certain time
averages computable from DS numerical simulations and
thermodynamic properties of the Ashkin-Teller model �27�. It
is important to mention that these relations hold for any er-
godic dynamics applied to translationally invariant systems.

Let us then define the DS quantities

	i
�1� =

1

2
�1 + �i

A�t −
1

2
�1 + �i

B�t, �3a�


i
�1� =

1

2
�1 + �i

A�t −
1

2
�1 + �i

B�t, �3b�

	i
�2� =

1

2
�1 + �i

A�i
A�t −

1

2
�1 + �i

B�i
B�t, �3c�

where �¯�t represents time averages over trajectories in
phase space. One should stress that, due to the symmetry of
the Hamiltonian of Eq. �1�, after a long-time numerical simu-
lation �which represents the physical situation of interest in
the present work� one expects to get 	i

�1�=
i
�1�; in fact, we

have also used this condition as an additional criterion for
checking the approach to the equilibrium state. Therefore,
from now on, we will be concerned only with the quantities
	i

�1� and 	i
�2�.

In order to obtain exact relations involving the quantities
of Eqs. �3a�–�3c� and correlation functions, as well as order
parameters, of the Ashkin-Teller model, we will impose cer-
tain constraints �i.e., boundary conditions�, either to one of
the copies �A or B� or to both of them. Such relations are
derived by making use of conditional probabilities that de-
pend on the particular constraints used �27�; therefore, dif-
ferent boundary conditions will lead to different time evolu-
tions, and consequently, in the long-time limit, they will
correspond to distinct exact relations, as described below.

�Ia� First, we consider a boundary condition for the vari-
able �i

B at the central site of the lattice, �0
B=−1, for all times

t�0. This represents a “source of damage” at the central
site; all remaining spins of the lattice, on both copies, are let

free to evolve following the corresponding dynamical proce-
dure. In this case, one may define the binary variable �27�
�i

�= ��1+�i� /2� in such a way that

��i
�,A�t = ��i

��T,

��i
�,B�t =

��1 − �0
���i

��T

�1 − �0
��T

,

and now �¯�T stands for thermal averages. In the equations
above, ��i

�,A�t represents the probability for the variable �i
A

presenting the value +1 with no restrictions, whereas ��i
�,B�t

is the conditional probability for finding the variable �i
B=1,

provided that �0
B=−1. In addition to that, we are assuming

that our system is translationally invariant and that it evolves
in time under an ergodic dynamics. Since

	i
�1� = ��i

�,A�t − ��i
�,B�t,

one gets that

	i
�1� =

C0i
�1�

2�1 − m�
, �4�

where

C0i
�1� = ��i�0�T − ��i�T��0�T, �5a�

m = ��0�T. �5b�

Since we are supposing translational invariance, the quanti-
ties above represent standard thermodynamic quantities:
namely, the two-spin correlation function and magnetization
per site, respectively.

�Ib� Now, if one uses a boundary condition for the central
sites of both copies A and B—i.e., �0

A=1 and �0
B=−1—for all

times t�0, one gets that

	i�
�1� =

C0i
�1�

1 − m2 . �6�

It is important to mention that 	i
�1� and 	i

��1� are both given
by the same expression in Eq. �3a�, although they should be
computed through different evolution procedures.

Therefore, after the equilibration process of copy A �time
t=0�, this configuration is stored �as a new copy A0�, which
will remain untouched; then, the time evolution with the con-
straint in �Ia� is performed for copies A and B in such a way
that one obtains, after tav MC steps, 	i

�1�. Now, recovering
configuration A0, which will become configuration A for the
time evolution with the constraint in �Ib�, one performs such
an evolution in order to get 	i

��1�. From these two quantities,
using Eqs. �4� and �6�, one obtains C0i

�1� and m.
Similar relations also hold for the quantity involving the

two spins � and �—i.e., 	i
�2�—as described below.

�IIa� Considering the boundary condition �0
B=−�0

B �t�0�,
one gets

	i
�2� =

C0i
�2�

2�1 − p�
, �7�

where
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C0i
�2� = ��i�i�0�0�T − ��i�i�T��0�0�T, �8a�

p = ��0�0�T. �8b�

Again, assuming translational invariance, the quantity C0i
�2�

represents a different two-point correlation function of the
Ashkin-Teller model, whereas the parameter p is usually de-
nominated the “polarization” order parameter �11�.

�IIb� The boundary conditions �0
A=�0

A and �0
B=−�0

B

�t�0� yield

	i�
�2� =

C0i
�2�

1 − p2 , �9�

where, as before, 	i
�2� and 	i

��2� are given by the same ex-
pression �cf. Eq. �3c��, but should be computed with different
boundary conditions. By considering two time evolutions
following, respectively, the constraints specified in �IIa� and
�IIb�, a procedure similar to the one described for the cases
�Ia� and �Ib� may be applied in order to obtain C0i

�2� and p.
In contrast to the results of Ref. �26�, the exact relations

above do not depend on the “Hamming distance” between
two configurations and are written in terms of quantities that
are independent of the particular dynamical rule; therefore,
these relations hold for any ergodic dynamical procedure.
Herein, we have carried numerical simulations, for each con-
figuration, by visiting all sites of the lattice in a sequential
way, with the spin variables �i

��t� and �i
��t� ��=A ,B�, at

time t, updated according to the set of dynamical rules de-
scribed below.

�i� A possible flip in the variable �i
��t+1� is considered—

i.e., �i
��t+1�=−�i

��t�—from which one calculates the
change in energy, H�=H��t+1�−H��t�.

�ii� Then, one defines the probability

pi
��t� =

1

1 + exp��H��
�� = 1/�kBT�� . �10�

�iii� By introducing a random number zi
����t�, uniformly

distributed in the interval �0,1�, one performs the change if
zi

����t�� pi
��t�; otherwise, the spin �i

��t� is not updated. It
should be noticed that, at this step, the same random number
zi

����t� is used for the updating of the variable �i
��t� in both

copies A and B.
�iv� Steps �i�–�iii� are repeated for the variable �i

��t�, now
using a different random number zi

����t�.
�III� Finally, there is an alternative way to obtain the order

parameters m and p by considering copies A and B in the
presence of external magnetic fields hi�

� and hi�
� ��=A ,B�;

these are dimensionless quantities—i.e., hi�
� =Hi�

� / �kBT� and
hi�

� =Hi�
� / �kBT�. In this case, after the equilibration of copy A,

one starts at time t=0 by defining copy B in such a way that
�i

A=−�i
B and �i

A=�i
B �∀ i�. Then, all the spins are free to

evolve in time under the presence of the magnetic fields
hi�

A =−hi�
B =h and hi�

A =hi�
B =h. In this case, the order param-

eters of the Ashkin-Teller model may be obtained directly
from the DS quantities 	i

�1� and 	i
�2� �27�,

m = ��i�T = 	i
�1�, p = ��i�i�T = 	i

�2�. �11�

In this case, the spin-updating procedure is similar to the one
described above, but now the energy change H��=H���t
+1�−H���t� should be considered by taking the Hamiltonian
of Eq. �1� in the presence of the corresponding external mag-
netic fields.

The two-site correlation functions in Eqs. �5a� and �8a�
take into account the central site of the lattice and an arbi-
trary site i, a distance r apart. It should be stressed that, on a
square lattice, there are four sites i with the same distance r
from the central site �with a few exceptions; e.g., if one
assumes a unit lattice spacing, one has 8 sites whose distance
to the central site is �5 and 12 sites for which this distance is
5�. Therefore, it is always possible to define the correlation
functions as the average values

C�1��r� =
1

4�
i�r�

C0i
�1�, C�2��r� =

1

4�
i�r�

C0i
�2�, �12�

where �i�r� corresponds to a summation over four sites with
the same distance r from the central site; in the exceptional
cases where there are more than four sites with the same
distance r from the central site, the remaining sites are not
taken into account in the averages of Eq. �12�.

In the next section we present and discuss the results ob-
tained for the magnetization m and polarization p per site, as
well as for the correlation functions C�1��r� and C�2��r�, along
the Baxter line of the Ashkin-Teller model.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We investigated the Ashkin-Teller ferromagnet on a
square lattice of linear dimensions L=50 and 100 within the
DS framework described above. Periodic boundary condi-
tions were used, and the distance r, in the correlation func-
tions C�1��r� and C�2��r�, was measured with respect to the
central site, located at coordinates �L /2 ,L /2�. Seven differ-
ent points along the Baxter line were investigated: namely,

the Ising �I1� and four-state Potts �P̃� points, as well as five
additional points—i.e., X1 , . . . ,X5 �see Fig. 1 and Table I�.

TABLE I. Coordinates of the critical points shown in the phase
diagram of Fig. 1 in both variables �t1 , t2� and �K1 ,K2�. The points

I1, P̃, and X1 , . . . ,X5 are all along the Baxter line.

Point t1C t2C K1C K2C

I1
�2−1 ��2−1�2 − 1

4 ln�3−2�2� 0

I2 0 �2−1 0 − 1
4 ln��2−1�

I3
�2−1 1 − 1

4 ln��2−1� �

P̃ 1/3 1/3 1
4 ln 3 1

8 ln 3

X1 8/23 7/23 1
4 ln�23/7� 1

4 ln���161� /8�
X2 4/11 3/11 1

4 ln�11/3� 1
4 ln���33� /4�

X3 8/21 5/21 1
4 ln�21/5� 1

4 ln���105� /8�
X4 2/5 1/5 1

4 ln 5 − 1
4 ln��2�5� /5�

X5 4/9 1/9 1
4 ln 9 1

4 ln�3/4�
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We have always started copy A with all spins �i
A=�i

A

=1 �∀ i�; then, this copy was let to evolve toward equili-
bration for teq MC steps, after which, the second copy �copy
B� was created. In the case of the evolution of type �III�,
where external magnetic fields are necessary, we have attrib-
uted small positive numbers to the dimensionless quantity h;
in order to find its appropriate value, this quantity was suc-
cessively decreased in such a way as to find no dependence
of the particular choice of the magnetic fields on our results,
taking into account the error bars. In the present simulations
we have considered h=0.0001. For the evolution toward
equilibrium, some of the points investigated required larger
equilibration times and the maximum equilibration times
used were teq=1�104 �L=50� and teq=4�104 �L=100�
MC steps. In all simulations considered, these times were
sufficient for a fulfillment of the equilibrium conditions de-
scribed above—i.e., small fluctuations in the magnetization
and energy, as well as in the equality 	i

�1�=
i
�1�. In the com-

putation of correlation functions, the thermal averages were
carried over times tav=7.5�105 �L=50� and tav=3
�106 �L=100� MC steps, whereas in calculation of the or-
der parameters �evolution of type �III�� smaller times were
necessary—i.e., tav=7.5�104 �L=50� and tav=3�105 �L
=100� MC steps. It is important to stress that, due to large
fluctuations, the times tav considered herein are much larger
than those used in simpler ferromagnetic models �26,30�. In
order to reduce the possible effects of correlations in time,
we only consider, in our time averages, data at each time
interval of three MC steps. Therefore, each time average
consists in an average over tav/3 measurements. In addition
to that, each simulation was repeated for M =20 different
samples, in order to improve the statistics, as well as to re-
duce possible dependence on sequences of random numbers.

The Baxter line �2,3,11�, which coincides with the critical
frontier P -F in the phase diagram of Fig. 1, is well known
for its continuously varying critical exponents, and its depen-
dence in terms of the parameters of the phase diagram is well
known �see, e.g., Ref. �11� for their dependence on K1 or
Ref. �3� for the exponents in terms of K2�. Below, we write
their dependence in terms of K2; for the specific-heat critical
exponent, one has that

� =
2 − 2y

3 − 2y
, �13�

whereas for those exponents associated with the magnetiza-
tion and polarization order parameters, one has, respectively,

� =
2 − y

8�3 − 2y�
�14�

and

�p =
1

4�3 − 2y�
, �15�

where

y =
2

�
cos−1�1

2
�exp�8K2� − 1� . �16�

Using standard scaling relations involving the pair of expo-
nents � and �, as well as � and �p, one gets that

� =
1

4
; �p =

1

2�2 − y�
, �17�

where � and �p are the two-point correlation-function criti-
cal exponents, associated, respectively, with the magnetiza-
tion and polarization order parameters. Curiously, the expo-
nent � does not change along the Baxter line, contrary to
what happens with its counterpart �p. The exact values of the
exponents above, in the points investigated, are given in
Tables II and III.

In the computation of the correlation functions C�1��r� and
C�2��r�, we have approached the investigated points by vary-
ing

K1 � � J1

kBTC
�� 1

T/TC
� = K1C� 1

T/TC
� ,

K2 � � J2

kBTC
�� 1

T/TC
� = K2C� 1

T/TC
� , �18�

considering small changes around their exact coordinates
�K1C ,K2C� �given in the fourth and fifth columns of Table I,
respectively�, fluctuating T /TC around unity, with variations
of 0.001.

In the following figures we exhibit our results for one of
the points along the Baxter line: namely, point X2, which lies
in between the Potts and Ising points. Initially we will
present the results obtained for the smaller linear size—i.e.,
L=50. In this case we compare the results produced by a
standard MC simulation, where a single copy of the system
is analyzed, with those of the present DS numerical ap-
proach. In what concerns correlation functions, our criteria
for locating the “critical coordinates” of each point investi-
gated �associated with the finite size of the system consid-
ered� consists in searching for the temperature ratios T /TC at

TABLE II. The critical exponents � and �p, for several points
along the Baxter line of the ferromagnetic Ashkin-Teller model on a
square lattice, as computed from the present method. Their corre-
sponding exact values may be calculated from Eqs. �16� and �17�
�3�, leading to a continuously varying exponent �p �whose values at
the points of interest are presented above� and to �=1/4 along the
whole line.

Point � �present work� �p �present work� �p �exact�

I1 0.2495±0.0028 0.4996±0.0089 1/2�0.50

P̃ 0.2506±0.0045 0.2504±0.0055 1/4�0.25

X1 0.2497±0.0054 0.3229±0.0078 0.323109. . .

X2 0.2479±0.0057 0.3674±0.0067 0.368581. . .

X3 0.2510±0.0029 0.4165±0.0089 0.414053. . .

X4 0.2509±0.0034 0.4624±0.0064 0.463055. . .

X5 0.2528±0.0029 0.5808±0.0095 0.581663. . .
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which the functions C�1��r� and C�2��r� present the slowest
decay with r. In such cases, one expects the power-law be-
haviors

C�1��r� � r−�, C�2��r� � r−�p �r → �� . �19�

The above power-law behavior is verified for the correlation
function C�1��r� in Fig. 2 where we present the plots of
C�1��r� versus r, in logarithmic scale, with the data obtained
from a standard MC simulation and the present DS proce-
dure. The data exhibited corresponds, in each case, to the
slowest decay of the correlation function C�1��r�, found from
a sweep in T /TC around its exact value with increments of
0.001, as mentioned above, and using the same simulation
parameters for each linear size L �e.g., teq and tav�. In Fig.
2�a� we compare the result of a standard MC simulation with
those of the DS technique for a linear size L=50; one notices
a significant reduction of finite-size effects in the later ap-
proach, with respect to the first one, shown through the fol-
lowing features: �i� The ratio T /TC, associated with the slow-
est decay of the correlation function C�1��r�, is much closer
to the exact result in the DS technique ��T /TC�=0.999� than
in the MC method ��T /TC�=0.995�. �ii� The linear fit, ob-
tained in the log-log plot of the DS results is more reliable in
the sense that it covers a larger range of values of r. How-
ever, if one restricts the analysis, in each case, to those sets
of points associated with the best linear fits, one gets essen-
tially the same estimates �within the error bars� for the ex-
ponent � in both techniques—i.e., �=0.2457±0.0082 �linear
fit considering five points from MC procedure� and �
=0.2492±0.0048 �linear fit with nine points from DS
method�, in agreement with the well-known exact value ��
=1/4�. For increasing values of r, the finite-size effects get
pronounced, as expected, leading to points out of the linear
regime; this occurs typically for r�4 �r�6� in the MC �DS�
approach. Therefore, for this case, the finite-size effects are
weaker in the DS technique, leading to an increase of the
order of 50% in the values of r that fit within the power-law
behavior of Eq. �19�. In Fig. 2�b� we exhibit the DS results
for the two linear sizes analyzed, namely, L=50 and L
=100. One observes that this method produces data for the
smaller size that are as good as those of the larger size,
showing the efficiency of the DS technique, in the sense that
one may obtain accurate critical-exponent estimates from

rather small lattice sizes; the two estimates for the exponent
�, from Fig. 2�b�, coincide, within the error bars. Inciden-
tally, in Fig. 2�b� one sees that the L=50 data seem to fall in
the linear fit even better than those of the linear size L
=100. We attribute this curious behavior to the following
reasons: �i� the size L=50 is already sufficient for a good
evaluation of critical exponents; �ii� the usual fluctuations
near criticality have in some way favored the size L=50 in

TABLE III. The critical exponents � and �p for several points along the Baxter line of the ferromagnetic
Ashkin-Teller model on a square lattice, as computed from the present method, are compared quantitatively
with the exact values calculated from Eqs. �14�–�16� �3�.

Point � �present work� � �exact� �p �present work� �p �exact�

I1 0.1241±0.0025 1/8�0.125 0.2489±0.0074 1/4�0.25

P̃ 0.0836±0.0006 1/12�0.08333. . . 0.0833±0.0012 1/12�0.083333. . .

X1 0.0924±0.0023 0.092334. . . 0.1179±0.0021 0.119336. . .

X2 0.0986±0.0018 0.098983. . . 0.1445±0.0035 0.145933. . .

X3 0.1060±0.0027 0.106665. . . 0.1761±0.0026 0.176659. . .

X4 0.1157±0.0021 0.116399. . . 0.2148±0.0017 0.215597. . .

X5 0.1484±0.0017 0.149401. . . 0.3445±0.0034 0.347604. . .
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FIG. 2. Linear fits for the computation of the exponent �, asso-
ciated with the correlation function C�1��r�. �a� The data obtained
through standard MC simulations �solid circles� and the present DS
approach �solid squares�, for a square lattice of linear size L=50,
are compared. One sees that the finite-size effects are reduced in the
latter procedure. �b� Data produced by the present DS approach for
the sizes L=50 �solid squares� and L=100 �open squares�.
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the temperature sweep considered in the sense of locating a
better estimate for the finite-size critical temperature TC�L�.
The slowest decay of the correlation function C�1��r� oc-
curred at T /TC=0.999 for the linear size L=50, in contrast to
the value T /TC=0.998 found for the linear size L=100; cer-
tainly, this later finite-size critical-temperature estimate may
be improved and an even slower decay of C�1��r� could be
found in this case for some slightly higher ratio 0.998
� �T /TC��0.999, which has probably been missed within
the present sweep in temperature.

In Fig. 3 we present the order parameters of the Ashkin-
Teller model computed through standard MC simulations
and the present DS approach, for a square lattice of linear
size L=50, using the values of teq and tav mentioned above in
both techniques. Once again, one notices a reduction of the
finite-size effects in the DS procedure with respect to the MC
method, which produces more pronounced tails in the order
parameters for T�TC. The associated critical exponents may
be computed through log-log plots of the data exhibited in
Fig. 3 in such a way that one gets �=0.0948±0.0008 �MC
method� and �=0.0983±0.0021 �DS technique�, whereas

�p=0.1392±0.0019 �MC method� and �p=0.1412±0.0039
�DS technique�. The critical exponents � and �p, estimated
through the DS approach, are in better agreement with the
corresponding exact values �=0.098 983. . . and �p
=0.145 933. . ., than those computed from the MC method.

The efficiency of the present DS approach, and its advan-
tage with respect to standard MC simulations, was illustrated
above by comparing data obtained from both methods using
the same simulation parameters. Such an improvement is
evident for smaller system sizes, like the case analyzed
above �L=50�, for which the finite-size effects are noticeably
weaker in the DS technique. From now on, we will restrict
ourselves to the results produced by the DS approach for a
square lattice of linear size L=100.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the correlation functions
C�1��r� and C�2��r� versus r, respectively. For clearness, we
present in each case only the correlation functions associated
with three typical different ratios T /TC, including the one of
slowest decay, although we have investigated other tempera-
ture ratios as well. The power-law behaviors of Eq. �19� are
verified in the insets of Figs. 4 and 5, with the associated
critical exponents �=0.2479±0.0057 and �p=0.3674
±0.0067, respectively. The relative discrepancies associated
with the critical coordinates obtained for the point X2, when
compared with the exact values of Table I, are 0.002±0.001
for K1 and 0.003±0.001 for K2. This estimate for the expo-
nent �, considering a square lattice of linear size L=100,
coincides, within the error bars, with the one obtained for the
size L=50, described above. This suggests that the linear size
L=100 is sufficient, at least in what concerns the DS tech-
nique, for reliable critical-exponent estimates.

A similar procedure was applied to the other points inves-
tigated, and the resulting exponents � and �p are presented
in Table II. Considering the error bars, good agreements with
the exact results—within four decimal places—were found.
In all cases, the relative discrepancies in our estimates of the
critical coordinates, when compared with the exact values
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the order parameters of the Ashkin-Teller
model ��a� magnetization and �b� polarization� computed through
standard MC simulations �solid circles� and the present DS ap-
proach �solid squares�, for a square lattice of linear size L=50. The
dimensionless quantity T /TC changes in such a way that the coor-
dinates K1 and K2 �cf. Eq. �18�� vary around the coordinates of the
point X2, given in Table I. One notices a reduction of the finite-size
effects in the DS procedure.
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FIG. 4. The correlation function C�1��r� versus r, for the point
X2, for three typical temperature ratios T /TC, near criticality. The
slowest decay was found for T /TC=0.998, in which case the plot of
log10�C�1��r�� versus log10 r is presented in the inset, leading to the
estimate �=0.2479±0.0057.
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presented in Table I, were not larger than 0.003±0.001. Such
discrepancies are attributed to finite-size effects and are ex-
pected to decrease for larger lattice sizes. A comparison of
our estimates for the critical exponents � and �p with the
exact results is also presented in Fig. 6, where the investi-
gated points are represented in terms of their corresponding
coordinate ratios t2 / t1. Within such variables, these expo-
nents seem to present a simple dependence on their coordi-
nates; e.g., in Fig. 6�b� one notices that the exponent �p
decreases almost linearly with t2 / t1 when one moves along

the Baxter line from X5 to the Potts point �P̃�, suggesting a
smooth and continuous variation in this exponent.

It should be mentioned that, besides accurate estimates of
critical exponents, we have detected the well-known univer-
sality breakdown along the Baxter line, with our results sug-
gesting smooth and continuous variations of the critical ex-
ponents, which represents a nontrivial task within standard
Monte Carlo simulations.

In Fig. 7 we exhibit the computed order parameters in
terms of the temperature ratio T /TC, using the evolution of
type �III� with the external magnetic field h=0.0001. In this
case we considered large variations in the coordinates of Eq.
�18�, with temperature ratios in the interval T /TC
=0.05, . . . ,1.20. It is important to mention that similar results
could also be achieved for the order parameters m and p by
using evolutions of types �I� and �II�, respectively, although a
much larger computational effort would be required in ob-
taining their associated curves for such a large temperature
range �cf. Ref. �30��. In spite of the reasonably small lattice
size considered, one observes whole smooth curves �i.e.,
characterized by a lack of strong fluctuations�—even near
criticality—with weak finite-size effects; this represents one
of the greatest advantages of the present DS simulations.
From these results, simple log-log plots of the corresponding
order parameters versus log10�1−T /TC� yielded the associ-
ated critical exponents �=0.0986±0.0018 and �p
=0.1445±0.0035 �cf. Table III�. These critical-exponent es-

timates for a square lattice of linear size L=100 coincide,
within the error bars, with those obtained previously through
the DS technique for the size L=50. Once again, these re-
sults suggest that the linear size L=100 is sufficient, at least
in what concerns the DS technique, for reliable critical-
exponent estimates. Plots similar to those of Fig. 7 were
found for the other points investigated, and the correspond-
ing results are presented in Table III. In all cases, the relative
discrepancies associated with the computed critical coordi-
nates, when compared with the exact values of Table I, were
smaller than, or of the same order as, those obtained through
computation of the corresponding correlation functions.

The computed exponents � and �p are compared quanti-
tatively with the exact results in Table III, where one finds an
agreement, within four decimal places, with the exact results
�taking into account the error bars�. A qualitative comparison
of such exponents is presented in Fig. 8, where the investi-
gated points are represented in terms of their corresponding
coordinate ratios t2 / t1. Within such variables, these expo-
nents present smooth monotonically decreasing dependence
on their coordinates, as one moves along the Baxter line,
from X5 to the Potts point.

To conclude, we have implemented an effective computa-
tional method, for evaluating correlation functions and order
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slowest decay was found for T /TC=0.997, in which case the plot of
log10�C�2��r�� versus log10 r is presented in the inset, leading to the
estimate �p=0.3674±0.0067.
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FIG. 6. �a� The critical exponents �, obtained from the present
approach �open symbols�, are compared qualitatively with the exact
value �=1/4 �solid circles� for the points investigated �represented
herein in terms of their corresponding ratio t2 / t1� along the Baxter
line of the ferromagnetic Ashkin-Teller model on a square lattice.
�b� The critical exponents �p, obtained from the present approach
�open symbols�, are compared qualitatively with the exact values
�solid circles� for the same points of case �a�. In many cases the
symbols appear superposed in such a way that distinctions are not
seen clearly.
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parameters in magnetic systems, to the ferromagnetic
Ashkin-Teller model on a square lattice. This technique is
based on DS simulations and makes use of exact thermody-
namic relations derived previously �27�, involving comput-
able quantities within DS simulations and two-spin correla-
tion functions, as well as order parameters of the Ashkin-
Teller model. The analysis of such quantities was restricted
to the Baxter line, well known for its continuously-varying
critical exponents. It was shown that the method provides
accurate results, in spite of the small lattice sizes considered
�larger sizes corresponded to a square lattice of linear size
L=100�, yielding agreement of the computed critical expo-
nents with the corresponding exact results within four deci-
mal places, taking into account the associated error bars.
Among such results, one should emphasize those associated
with the two-site correlation functions of the present model,
which represent hard tasks within standard MC simulations,
due to large fluctuations. As far as we know, whole correla-
tion functions and their associated critical exponents, along
the Baxter line of the Ashkin-Teller model, have never been
calculated numerically in the literature, with a similar preci-
sion, and so they are estimated accurately herein within
damage-spreading simulations. It should be mentioned that,
besides accurate estimates of critical exponents, we have de-

tected the well-known universality breakdown along the
Baxter line, with our results suggesting smooth and continu-
ous variations of the critical exponents, which represents a
nontrivial task within standard Monte Carlo simulations. The
above analysis provides further reliability to this technique,
which has already shown its effectiveness on simpler mod-
els, like the Ising �26� and Potts �30� two-dimensional ferro-
magnets, leading to a significant reduction of finite-size ef-
fects. The results presented herein encourage application of
the method in the study of more complicated open problems
in the literature, for which the necessary theoretical
background—i.e., the corresponding exact DS relations—has
been �or may be� fully elaborated.
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